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Attracting Manifold for a Viscous Topology Transition
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An analytical method is developed describing the approach to a finite-time singularity associated
with collapse of a narrow fluid layer in an unstable Hele-Shaw flow. Under the separation of time
scales near a bifurcation point, a long-wavelength mode entrains higher-frequency modes, as described
by a version of Hill’s equation. In the slaved dynamics, the initial-value problem is solved explicitly,
yielding the time and analytical structure of a singularity which is associated with the motion of zeros
in the complex plane. This suggests a general mechanism of singularity formation in this system.

PACS numbers: 47.20.Gv, 02.30.Jr, 68.10.–m
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One of the most fundamental questions underlyi
a broad class of hydrodynamic phenomena is: H
do smooth initial conditions evolve to form finite-tim
singularities? Historically, two main classes of syste
and phenomena have been investigated in this con
[1]. The first involves distributions of vorticity evolving
under Euler’s equation [2]. The second, dating back
classical work of Rayleigh [3], concerns the motion
interfaces bounding masses of fluid undergoing fission
11], or in other problems of pattern formation [12]. A
issue on which considerable progress has been mad
the relevance of self-similar solutions that may descr
the region asymptotically close to the topology transitio
However, there is little understanding of how such spec
solutions emerge from the large scale dynamics.

We report here an approach to thisinitial-value prob-
lem associated with a topological rearrangement of flu
interfaces. Under the assumptions of lubrication theo
an approximation valid for long-wavelength deformatio
of thin layers, the method is developed for the Rayleig
Taylor instability of two-phase Hele-Shaw flow [6,13
This lubrication approximation has been the focus o
considerable body of recent theoretical work on thin fi
flows and the spreading of drops [5–9]. Very simila
and even identical, equations of motion describe pheno
ena as diverse as Marangoni convection [14], pattern
mation in superconductors [15] and in biological syste
[16], and oxidation of semiconductor surfaces [17].

The method exploits the separation of time sca
occurring close to the first instability in a system
finite lateral extent, where the spectrum of modes
discrete. As in the study of normal form expansions n
convective or lasing instabilities [18], the slaving of th
high-frequency modes allows the derivation of a nonline
evolution equation for the amplitude of the first unstab
mode. It also allows an analytic approximation of th
singular contribution from all other modes.

Dynamics and separation of time scales.—We begin
with the equation of motion for the half thicknesshsx, td
0031-9007y95y75(20)y3665(4)$06.00
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of a thin layer of fluid in Hele-Shaw flow, bounded from
above and below by mutually immiscible fluids. The
equation of motion in rescaled form is [6]

ht  2≠xshfhxxx 1 Bhxgd , (1)

where the Bond numberB  2gDrL2ys is the single
dimensionless parameter characterizing the competition
between the surface tensions and buoyancy associated
with density jump Dr in a gravitational fieldg, and
whereL is the lateral width of the Hele-Shaw cell. An
unstable density stratification corresponds toB . 0 [6].
The solutionhsx, td can also be interpreted as the height
of a fluid layer lying at a wall and beneath another fluid.
Equation (1) is also relevant to recent experiments on
the pinching of annular rings of fluid in the Hele-Shaw
cell [10].

As in related earlier models withB  0 [5,7], this partial
differential equation (PDE) has a flux formht 1 === ?

j  0 arising from incompressibility, withj  hU the
hallmark of lubrication theory. The characteristic velocity
U , 2===P arises from Darcy’s law, and the pressureP
is set by boundary conditions involving surface tension
and gravity. In other contexts, the velocity has the more
general formU , 2hm===P, such as in the spreading of
drops (m  2). Equation (1), with a different physical
meaning fromB, arises in the dynamics of the population
densityh of feeding herbivores [16], and also in the long-
wavelength limit of the homogenized model of type-II
superconductors [15], withh the local density of vortices.

It is sufficient for our purposes to consider Eq. (1) in
a system of length2p with periodic boundary conditions.
If hsx, td is even and periodic, then it also describes a flow
between two rigid walls at which the interface has a 90±

contact angle. Linearizing about a flat interfaceh  h̄,
we obtain the growth rates

nskd  h̄
°
Bk2 2 k4

¢
sk  0, 1, 2, . . .d . (2)

The numberm of unstable modes scales as
p

B. If B , 1
all modes are linearly stable, whereas for1 , B , 4 the
modek  1 is unstable, while those withk $ 2 remain
© 1995 The American Physical Society 3665
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damped. Moreover, ifB is tuned to be slightly large
than unity, say,B  1 1 e, then the first mode evolve
on a time scale of ordere21, while the others rapidly
equilibrate, thus beingslavedto the first.

A contracting flow forB  1.—Exactly at the bifur-
cation point B  1 there is amanifold of steady-state
solutions,h0sxd  h̄s1 1 a cosxd, for any a , 1. This
manifold is also an attractor. Leth  h0 1 dzx (d ø

1), with z of zero mean. The linearized evolution abo
h0 is zt  2h0L1zx, where LB  ≠xxx 1 B≠x , and it
preserveskz l  0. Consider then the norm

F 
Z 2p

0
dx

z 2sx, td
2h0sxd

with

Ft  2
X

k

k2sk2 2 1djẑkj2.

One may verify the inequalitiesFt $ Fts0d exps6Htd,
whereH  2minxhh0sxdj . 0 [19]. SinceFt # 0, and
further, Ft  0 iff z is entirely in the null space ofL1
(and thenz is a steady-state solution). One inequal
from above then gives the boundFt $ Fts0de2Ht , where
Fts0d # 0. And so Ft ! 0 as t ! `, which proves
that the null space ofL1 is attracting. Actually,h0 
h̄s1 1 a coskxd is a steady state for any integerk when
B  k2, but is unstable to subharmonic perturbations
k . 1.

Motion along the manifold forB . 1.—As the Bond
number is increased slightly beyond unity, the first mo
grows in time, but we expect that the amplitudes of hig
modes will remain small. More generally, for largerB,
we expect a finite numberm of active modes including
those that are linearly unstable. A natural approach t
is to partitionh into low (p) and high (q) modes. LetPm

project a periodic function onto its lowerm modes and
write

h  p 1 q sPmp  p, Pmq  0d . (3)

Substituting this decomposition into (1), ignoring cont
butions of orderq2, invoking slaving of higher mode
(≠tq . 0), and integrating twice with respect tox, we
obtain

pqxx 2 pxqx 1 spxx 1 Bpdq  2
eept 2 eJp 1 C ,

(4)
whereJp  pLBp is the flux associated with the lowe

modes,C is an integration constant, andef 
Rxdx0fsx0d.

Since p is periodic in x, we find rather remarkably
the computation ofq reduced to the solution of a
inhomogeneous Hill’s equation [20]. Coupling to th
partition constraints,Pmpt  pt and Pmq  0, gives a
complete set of equations to determineq andpt.

The slaving approximation(3) and (4) is particularly
easy to analyze in the limitB 2 1 ; e ! 0, for which
there is only one active mode, thusp  h̄f1 1 astd cosxg,
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and we rescale (4) with

B  1 1 e , t  eh̄t , q  eQ . (5)

At O sed we obtain an inhomogeneous Ince equation [20],

s1 1 a cosxdQxx 1 a sinxQx 1 Q

 at cosx 2
1
2 s1 1 a cosxd2 1 C , (6)

where C  s1 1 a2y2dy2 by the orthogonality ofp
andq.

Solvability and the amplitude equation—The solution
of Eq. (6), found by variation of parameters, contains a
secular term proportional tox sinx. Its removal is the
solvability condition that determinesat and yields the
nonlinear equation of motion

at 
a
2

≥
1 1

p
1 2 a2

¥
. (7)

For a ø 1 this yields the exponential growthat  a 1

· · · of the linear stability result (2), but this behavior
crosses over to a much different form in the nonlinear
regime near pinching. Defining the function

fsad 
1 2

p
1 2 a2

a2 2 ln

√
1 2

p
1 2 a2

a

!
, (8)

with a0  ast  0d, we findfsa0d 2 fsad  t by direct
integration of (7). The singularity (or “pinch") timetp

occurs whena % 1, sofsa0d 2 1  tp , and thus

tp 
fsa0d 2 1
h̄sB 2 1d

. (9)

For a0 ø 1, tp , lns2ya0dyh̄sB 2 1d, again consistent
with the exponential growth of the linear instability. Near
the touchdown,astd  1 2

°
tp 2 t

¢
y2 1 · · ·. Figure 1

shows excellent agreement between these asymptot
results and numerical studies of the lubrication PDE (1)
for the pinch timestpsa0d, and for the minimum height
hmin  h̄f1 2 astdg.

The correctionQ is found to be

Qsxd  l1

Ωp
1 2 a2 sinx tan21

µ
l2 sinx

1 2 l2 cosx

∂
2

1
2

sa 1 cosxd ln
°
1 2 2l2 cosx 1 l2

2

¢
2 a

µ
3
4

l2 cosx 2
1
2

∂æ
, (10)

wherel6 are the two realzerosof the quadratical2 1

2l 1 a  0, for which l1l2  1 and l2 # 1. As
a % 1, l2 ! 21, and thus within this analysis the
interface curvature, throughQ00sxd, develops a logarithmic
singularity. This divergence can also be interpreted as th
collision on the real axis of two singularities, located at
p 6 i lnsl2d in the complexx plane.

A spectral cascade—The finite-time singularity can be
understood by considering the spectrum ofQ, writing
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FIG. 1. Comparison between numerical solution of lubricati
equation (1) and asymptotic analysis forB ! 1. (a) Singularity
time versus initial amplitudea0 from the numerical solution of
Eq. (1) (solid circles) forB  1.05, and from asymptotics in
Eq. (9). (b) Minimum interface height as a function of tim
Solid lines are the results of Eq. (7) witha0  0.01, 0.05, 0.30
from top to bottom of figure, all withB  1.05; solid circles
show numerical results for those same initial conditions.

Q 
P`

k2 Qk coskx. The recursion relation for theQk ’s
obtained from Eq. (6) has theexactsolution (fork $ 3)

Qk  C1

lk
1

k3 2 k
1 C2

lk
2

k3 2 k
, (11)

whereC6 are constants determined by the inhomogene
terms. Sincejl1j . 1 for a , 1, the first term in (11) is
the secular term eliminated by the solvability conditio
and thus the power-law spectrum ofQ is cut off by
an exponential factor which tends to unity asa % 1.
Full simulations show very good agreement, to very n
the singularity time, between the form of the correcti
function (and its spectrum) with the asymptotic res
(10). Figure 2(a) shows a comparison between the
in real space, and Fig. 2(b) shows the strong agreem
between pointwise estimates2 ln jlj . lnsQkyQk11d for
four wave numbersk ¿ 1, illustrating the collapse of the
analyticity strip width in accord with Eq. (7). At extremel
small values ofhmin, the slaving assumptions should bre
down, and terms such asqt cannot be neglected. Indeed
Bertozzi has noted that the ultimately negative divergen
of Qxx, while only logarithmic, is inconsistent with the
existence of a single touchdown [21]. Her numeric
studies followinghmin down toO s10230d suggest instead
a saturation of the curvature.

Bifurcation of the singularities—Finally, we consider
values of the Bond number well beyond the bifu
n
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FIG. 2. (a) The functionQsxd in Eq. (10) obtained from the
asymptotic analysis (solid), compared with numerical solution
of the full PDEs forB  1.05 (dots). Results are for four times
ranging from close to the initial condition to near the singularity
time. (b) Collapse of the analyticity strip width as a function
of time from numerical studies. For the largest two values of
k shown, deviations from the common curve arise from these
amplitudes lying initially beneath machine precision.

cation point B  1. Using an initial conditionh 
h̄s1 1 a cosxd, with a  0.01, Fig. 3 shows how the sin-
gle symmetrictouchdown atx  p seen forB * 1 bi-
furcates forB * 1.55 into two asymmetrictouchdowns.
This behavior reflects the general increase in the number
of active modes with increasingB. While the asymptotics

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagram showing singularity locations
versus Bond number. Insets (a) and (b) show interface
evolution atB  1.25 and 2.0.
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developed forB  1 1 e are not quantitatively valid for
e  O s1d, the slaving hypothesis with an increased nu
ber of modes leads to an appealing picture of how
singularities are generated in this regime.

The ansatzp  h̄f1 1 astd cosx 1 bstd cos2xg is the
simplest allowing for two singularities and leads to
spectrum of the form [19]

Qk ,
4X

n1

Cn

lk
n

k3 sk ¿ 1d , (12)

where hlnj are the zeros of the quarticbl4 1 al3 1

2l2 1 al 1 b  0, defined by two independent quant
tiesl1,2 asl1, l

21
1 , l2, l

21
2 . Except when anyjl1,2j  1,

two of the four zeros lie within the unit circle in the com
plex l plane, the other two lie outside. Elimination o
the secular solutions associated with the latter two yie
atstd and btstd. As a and b evolve in time, the remain-
ing zeros move toward the unit circle. In the first qua
rant of the sa, bd parameter space the lineb  a 2 1,
for 1 # a # 4y3 defines those pinching configuration
with a single touchdown (atx  p), while the curve
a  f8bs1 2 bdg1y2 for a . 4y3 is the locus of configu-
rations with two touchdowns. In the former case,l1,2 are
real (as areC1,2), and only one zero reaches the unit c
cle at the pinch time, thus producing only one singulari
Beyond the pointa  4y3, b  1y3, l1 andl2 are com-
plex conjugates of each other (withC1  Cp

2  Reic )
and reach the unit circle simultaneously, producing t
singularities.

It follows from this analysis that any ansatz for th
active modes contained inp generates a set of zeros i
the complex plane. Some of these singularities will mo
toward, although not all reach the unit circle as the pin
time is approached. Simulations of the full problem agr
well with this picture. The numerical studies indicate th
the nature of the singularities depends on the symme
of the touchdowns; we observe a jump discontinuity
hxx for asymmetric pinching, rather than the divergen
seen with a symmetric pinch. This is associated with
rotation of phasec to py2. We do not yet understand
whether this behavior may be captured within the slav
approximation.

This analysis thus merges two previously separ
concepts in dynamical systems described by PDEs. F
is the coupling of slaved small scales to low-mo
dynamics that recalls the reduction of a dissipative PDE
an inertial manifold [22]. Second is the motion of zer
in the complex plane as in the reduction of certain PD
to “pole dynamics” [12,23].
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